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	HEADLINE: Software runs finished, results are on the web site
	TITLE: Insight into the causative agent of citrus greening disease (HLB) usingcomputational structure/function analysis of genome encoded proteins.
	DATE: 08/18/10
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Unclassified]
	ABSTRACT: During the first period, we finished automatic computational analysis of all Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus proteins. In order to predict structures of and to gain functional insights into these proteins, we set up a computational pipeline to assemble all relevant information for each protein. The pipeline consists of the following steps: 1) Reliable information about each protein was gathered from various biological databases, such as KEGG and those provided by NCBI. 2) Several essential sequence features were predicted, such as secondary structure, coiled coils, low complexity and disordered regions. Multiple predictors were applied to derive more confident conclusions. Transmembrane helices and signal peptides were specifically detected since they are likely to be present in potential targets for pathogen control. Multiple sequence alignments of closely related proteins were generated to highlight conserved and thus important residues. 3) Close homologs for all analyzed proteins were detected. Close homologs usually preserve the function inherited from the common ancestor and thus offer the most reliable functional inference. Interestingly, we noticed several internal duplication events within this genome, with some proteins over 90% identical to each other. The duplications are present despite the small size of the genome and may indicate important and pathogenic proteins. 4) Since proteins usually consist of one or several conserved sequence domains, such domains were found by RPS-BLAST and HHsearch programs. Identifying conserved domains will help us classify a target into a certain protein family and deduce protein properties from better studied proteins in the same family. 5) Homologs with experimentally determined spatial structures were detected. As of today, homology modeling is the most reliable way of structure prediction. Several software packages were used to infer homologous structures. The combination of these procedures varying in accuracy and sensitivity, will enhance the chance to get a reliable template for homology based structure prediction. 6) Structural domains, the protein folding units, were mapped onto each sequence. The presence of a structural domain usually implies certain function, and domain identification will not only reveal the domain architecture of the target protein, but provide hints about protein function. All this information and results were presented as a web-site where users can freely post comments and suggestions about each protein:                               http://prodata.swmed.edu/congqian/Candidatus_Liberibacter_genome_home.htmlEach protein is represented by a web-page, where the results are conveniently formatted for subsequent analysis. With the help of the website, on the next stage we will manually analyze each protein, i.e. check the consensus between different predictions, select the best homologous structure and deduce function. We will attempt to obtain single 3D structure model for each protein, but for difficult cases where no reliable homologous structures were detected, ab initio methods to fold proteins in silico will be applied. Afterwards, important and most challenging proteins, metabolic and regulatory pathways will be studied in details to address interesting questions, e.g. which pathway this bacterium utilizes to secret certain virulence factors. Finally, a list of candidates for HLB control will be provided, and the website will be expanded to include structure models and functional predictions. 
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